EcoTable-R
Rectangular table with round tubular legs.

Frame consisting of an all-round rectangular steel edging with welded-on table legs made from round tubular steel, powder-coated with coloured epoxy resin. Table with leveling screws, glides for hard or soft floors, or 2-component universal glides, or with 2 or 4 lockable castors.

Table heights in 2 fixed heights or with Allen-key stepped height adjustment, in accordance with DIN EN 15372. Table top made from laminated LIGNOpal chipboard or veneered chipboard with plastic edge, solid wood edge or highly rigid molded PUR edge. In some cases also with rigid CDF fiberboard. All models available with angled or curved corners.

The following material groups are available to choose from: Frame made of steel: M1; Top made of LIGNOpal: L3; CDF-fibreboard: L4.

Further products on this page: JUMPER Ply Four.